
 

 Read the information documents for the exam in order to ensure that students have access to 

authorized   materials only. 

 Make sure you know what support you are able to give the students or what you are not allowed 

to do.  (ex: facilitated discussions) 

Give students the examination preparation documents in accordance with the official calendar. 

Any transgression may result in the examination being cancelled for the group. 

Math Memory Aides must be signed (prior) by the teacher (please see specific procedures for the 

Math Memory Aid below). 

 If your exam exceeds your allotted teaching time you must notify an administrator in advance 

so that the appropriate arrangements can be made.  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ARE EXAM 

TIMES TO BE SHORTENED. 

DURING THE EXAM SESSION (P. 76): 

NEVER LEAVE THE EXAMINATION ROOM UNSUPERVISED. 

Purses, books, jackets, cell phones, or other electronic devices must be left at the front of 

the class. Once students begin writing their exams, the invigilator will go around with the sign-in sheet 

to each student’s desk and have each student sign the sign-in sheet with their initials/signature and 

the time that they started writing the exam.  At the end of the exam when the student turns in their 

exam, they must, once again, sign their name and the time that they are leaving the exam room. 

 Students ARE NOT to receive any explanations, definitions, translations or reformulations or 

receive hints that they made an error. 

 Any students cheating or communicating with another student during an exam will be given an 

automatic zero mark for that exam.  The sharing of material is not permitted. 

 If you need to address a situation with a student, for example the student is refusing to give his/her 

electronic device or has been caught cheating, do not get into a confrontation.   Call Administration.  

  Ensure that students with special needs receive the extra time they are allowed. 

 



                  Collect all exam material. 

Write on blank exams the full name of student along with the reason why the student did not 

write on that day.  

 Verify that the copies of the exams are intact; no tampering. 

Return all the exam materials (blanks and written copies) to the office. 

 

 Teachers are not to write or mark anything on correction guides. 

Exams must be returned to the office daily, they are not to leaver the centre. 

No exam material or exams are to be stored in your room. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Exams must be finalized and handed in to the OFFICE AGENT/EXAM CLERK AND FICHE DE 

SUIVIS handed in to the administrative technician within 5 days of the exam date.  

 If you have any questions please see an administrator. 
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INSTRUCTION FOR   

MATH MEMORY AID  

  
  

1. All memory aids must be handwritten.  

2. Before the exam, teachers must obtain the physical memory-aid template (that has the 

centre seal embossed on it) from the exam clerk.  Please note that it is only one 

memory aid per student (i.e. if the exam request made by the teacher was for 15 

students, only 15 templates will be given out.  No extra copies will be given).  

3. Students must complete their memory-aids by hand; 1 page single-sided. Cutting and 

pasting of any sort is forbidden.  Any form of digitization or reproduction is forbidden.  

4. Preparation of the memory aid must be completed prior to the exam date.  

5. Teachers will inspect the memory aid prior to the exam date.  It is the teacher’s duty to 

thoroughly verify all components of the memory aid. Once they have deemed that the 

memory aid has been completed appropriately, they will collect the memory aid from 

the student, sign the memory aid and bring the memory aid to the exam clerk.  The 

exam clerk will then place the memory aids into the exam envelope.  Submission of 

memory aids are not permitted on the day of the exam.  Once a teacher has 

submitted memory aids, they are not permitted to go into the exam envelope without 

the exam clerk and administration approval.  

6. If a student presents themselves for an exam and have a memory aid that 1) is not on 

the original centre template that bears the centre seal, 2) is not signed (even if it was in 

the exam envelope and was an oversight by the teacher) or 3) was never submitted by 

the teacher (the student brought it on their own) they will not be permitted to use the 

memory aid.  

7. At the end of the exam the memory aid is to be collected with the exam and archived.  

Memory aids should never leave the exam room with the student.  
  

Please note that failure to follow any of the above guidelines will result in rendering the 

memory aid void, and the student will not be able to use it as a tool to help them be 

successful on the exam.  Therefore, it is of utmost importance for all teachers to be vigilant 

when it comes to inspecting and approving memory aids.  
  

 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



 



DECLARATION OF UNDERSTANDING, ADHERING 
TO AND APPLYING FINAL EXAM PROTOCOLS  

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND PRINT YOUR NAME CLEARLY ON EACH LINE.  

I, _____________________________________, have read and understood all the rules and 
regulations and protocols in place to ensure the security and confidentiality of final exams 
and their related documents.  

The rules, regulations and protocols in place are found in Chapter 4 of the 
Administrative Guide 2015 Edition, Certification of Studies and Management of 
Ministerial Examinations and the Centre’s Policy of Standards and Procedures for 
evaluation.  

I, ____________________________________, will adhere to and apply all the rules, 
regulations and protocols in place.  

I, ___________________________________, understand that these examinations are the 
property of the Québec government before, during and after they are administered. Any 
reproduction, distribution or use for any purpose other than that intended by the 
Direction de la sanction des études is prohibited.  

I, ____________________________________, will immediately report to the administration 
any breaches in exam security and confidentiality.  

SIGNATURES  

___________________________________  ______________________________  

Teacher/Invigilator Signature    Administrator Signature  

 ____________________________________           _______________________________  

Date   Date  

 



 


